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BY MARK HAVEL

“For a one- or two-man band
saw operation, this is as good as
I think you’re going to get,” says
Canadian sawyer Bruce Baker.

“EVERY TIME I WORK ON IT,
IT’S A JOY.”

TimberKing 2400

W

hen I pulled up to the
U.S.-Canadian border
crossing station early
in the morning, I had
to answer questions about where I
was going and why. When I told
them I was on my way to visit
Bruce Baker near Midway, B.C.,
some 60 miles away, they said,
“OK, we know Bruce.” In this
impersonal world, that was already
enough to make the trip worthwhile! “The line between British
Columbia and Washington state is
right on the south end of our property,” Bruce had informed me.
Bruce Baker owns 450 acres of
mountain landscape, with another
1,500 acres of crown management
land, which gives him the right to
manage the land and remove about
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50 truckloads of timber each year.
He does this with a variety of
equipment, ranging from his eight
Percheron draft horses to an 8540
Kubota with a Fransgard winch.
Two years ago, he purchased a
TimberKing 2400 sawmill.
As we talked, it was evident that
Bruce’s love for the land came
from a stewardship ethic, which
was seen in his logging operation.
He takes the worst first, leaving
vibrant, healthy stands of larch and
Douglas fir, with some cedar,
spruce, and pine. “It’s not the
method, it’s the man,” he told me.
“A horse logger can high-grade
with the best of them.”
Bruce found that his philosophy
of worst-first forestry did not pencil
out economically in a standard

market, but that he could improve
it five-fold if he added value to the
timber. He cuts cants for other
mills to resaw, and also mills posts
and beams for timber frame houses. About half goes out as cants
and milled lumber, and half as
logs. Much of his production is
exported to the U.S.

The Choice of a Mill
Bruce started out with a small
manual band mill, and then moved
up to a larger one to cut posts and
beams—up to 24 feet long. “The
manual mills were accurate, but
just not built heavy enough,” he
recalled. “Plus, I’m 62 years old. I
decided that if I was going to stay
in the business, I would need the
mill to turn the logs for me.” While
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still using his manual mill, Bruce
got all the information he could
from sawmill manufacturers. His
research included talking to area
sawyers to find out what would
and—as was the case with “Wavy
Board” Smith—would not work
well for his purposes.
Bruce wanted a production mill
that could be run by one or two
people, and was fully hydraulic and
heavy enough to handle 24-footlong by 30-inch-diameter larch and
Douglas fir logs. He was also tired
of breaking bands on the 18-inch
band wheels of his manual mill. He
narrowed his search to just a few
mills, but the TimberKing’s 25inch loose belt band wheels put it
over the top. “Manufacturers who
use solid steel band wheels recommend diesel fuel as a lubricant for
their blades. I have a hard enough
time paying for the diesel fuel I
put in the tank, never mind the
stuff I drip on the blades.” He continued, “Plus I figured if you’ve got
a stationary sawmill, and you’re
dripping diesel on the blade for 20

TimberKing 2400
Max log diameter ................................................................................................39 in.
Max width of cut.................................................................................................36 in.
Cutting deck support ..................................................................Four post, twin beam
Bed length............................................................................................................28 ft.
Max cutting length ..............................................................................................24 ft.
Min thickness of final cut......................................................................................1 in.
Weight ...........................................................................................................6,000 lbs.
Towing package.......................................................................................Tandem axles
Hitch.............................................................................................................2-5/16 ball
Electric brakes.................................................................................................Standard
Electric breakaway brakes ..............................................................................Standard
Band wheel diameter..........................................................................................25 in.
Band wheel surface ......................................................................................Loose belt
Band .....................................................................................................................1-1/2
Band tensioning ...............................................................................Spring mechanical
Board drag-back..............................................................................................Standard
Setworks ..........................................Computer controlled, hydraulic cylinder and chain
Log turner.........................................................................................Bidirectional chain
Carriage feed...............................................Direct-action hydraulic, chain and sprocket
Hydraulic toeboards .......................................................................................Standard
Log lifter .....................................................................................Direct-action hydraulic
Power.........................66-hp John Deere turbo diesel standard (other options available)
Base price ........................................................................................................$44,995
Options ...........................................................................12 ft. bed-extension, debarker
Contact TimberKing Inc.
1431 North Topping Ave., Kansas City, MO 64102
800/942-4406 • www.timberking.com • info@timberking.com

The Company You Trust
Now has More Choices!

LOG TRAILER
!

New

W-37
Wright
Grinder

A compact, automatic
grinder. Quick to set up,
and simple to operate.
Precision cams produce
excellent sharpness.

✦✦✦✦✦✦✦✦

Sharpening
Services
Available for:

1”, 1-1/4“, 1-1/2”
& 2” Bands
4800 Solvay Rd.
Jamesville, NY
13078

1-800-952-8288

www.u-cut.com
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7,000 lbs GVW • Elec Brakes • 9,000 lb Winch
w/Wireless Remote • 8D Battery

Get this great new trailer, and join the boom
in hauling! From veneer logs to pallet grade,
Log buyers are writing checks!

LOAD

Call Mike

UNLOAD

201-787-2248

years, there’s bound to be some
diesel in the ground.” Bruce says
that the loose belt on the 2400
band wheel works well with no
lubricant, except with larch, which
has pitch pockets. For larch, he
uses water or, in cold weather, a
windshield washer antifreeze mix.

Performance of the
TimberKing 2400
Bruce noted that cold temperatures
affect the mill’s hydraulics. “I run
straight hydraulic fluid even in the
winter, so it does slow down when
it gets cold. I’ll probably start using
thinner oil in the winter, but for
now, I just let it warm up.” He
went on to mention that the
hydraulic relays have given him
some difficulty in cold weather, but
concluded that “most people shut
down their machines when it gets
to minus 20°F anyway.”
When a heat wave raises the
temperature to a balmy 0°F, Bruce
finds that the controls work
smoothly, and that the accuracy of
the cut exceeds his customers’

Bruce uses his Kubota tractor with log grapple to place a log on the mill’s lifting
arm. Once the log is in place, Bruce says that the arm easily lifts 30-in.-diameter
by 24 ft. long larch and Douglas fir logs.

requirements for straight beams.
He put it this way: “These beams
are valuable, and if you mess up on
a cut, you can lose $100.” Bruce
believes that a chain feed on both
sides of the mill helps keep the
feed consistent and the cut
straight. With the 36-inch throat

and the 20-inch depth of cut,
Bruce’s timber sizes are basically
only limited by the size of the logs
he can source. The 48-hp diesel
runs the 1-1/2-inch-wide blade
through the wood at a good pace,
and he has only broken a few
blades in the roughly 300 hours he

MULTITEK FIREWOOD PROCESSORS
Model 2040xp2

MADE IN THE USA

Increase Your
Productivity
& Profitability
• Quality equipment
to reduce labor costs
• Circular Saw or Bar
& Chain Models
• 7 Models
• Production ratings
up to 5.5 full cords
per hour

MULTITEK
NORTH AMERICA, LLC

800-243-5438

Model 1610 EZ

PO 170 Prentice, WI 54556-0170

www.multitekinc.com • sales@multitekinc.com
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Sawyer’s-eye view of the 2400. All hydraulics, electrical controls, and engine gauges are
in the pivoting command post. According to Bruce, the mill’s design and heavy construction allow him to exceed his customers’ requirements for straight, smooth beams.
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Fransgard
Forestry Winches
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THE BEST

Quality built winches with few

FOR YOUR VISION SYSTEM

moving parts, built-in overload clutch
sytem, cable drum
locking latch and
protective screen.

LUMBER
MARKERS
FREE

SAM

has put on the machine so far. “I
bought 36 blades with the mill, and
I’m still using those blades,” he
explained. He attributes part of the
long life of the blades to the mill’s
larger band wheels. Another contributing factor, he believes, is his
TimberKing sharpener and blade
setter. “It is the third sharpener
and setter that I’ve owned, and it is
by far the best one. I’ve sharpened
at least 150 blades, and that wheel
hasn’t worn down a bit. It does a
beautiful job of grinding.”
Bruce knew that the 6,000pound mill was built heavy enough
to handle the logs that it would be
cutting, but he was pleasantly surprised by the capacity of the lifting
arm. “Last week I put a huge log
on the mill. It was 24 feet long, and
probably 30 inches in diameter.
Before I started to lift it, I moved
my tractor to assist the log lifters.
The front-end loader has a 3,500pound lift, and could barely budge
the log. The loader on the mill lifted the log like it didn’t even know
it was there. They say it can lift up
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!

Family Owned & Operated for 20 Years!

24 COLORS, 2 SIZES Covering the color spectrum with a wide range of
choices. 2 sizes 1/2 “ and our long-lasting 3/4.“
HEX SHAPED Hex marker provides greater shear strength & less breakage.

BREAKTHROUGH FORMULA with the highest quality fluorescent

Model

Min. HP

Capacity

V3004......25 HP .......6,600 lbs
V3507......25 HP .......7,275 lbs
V4000......40 HP .......8,800 lbs
V6500......80 HP .....14,200 lbs

pigment commercially available in a marker. No skipping, missing, or breaking.

5 DIFFERENT GRADES Not all marking conditions are equal. That is why
AMARK produces fluorescent lumber markers in 5 different hardness categories.

MACHINE EXTRUDED AMARK MARKERS are machine extruded, not
poured from a mold.

CRAYON HOLDERS Wooden and aluminum holders 3/4” & 1/2” sizes.
RECYCLING! Send us your marker stubs, color and hardness separated.

P.O. Box 1169
West Springfield, Ma 01090

We will re-extrude our wax @ .25, and other wax @ .45 cents a stick.

PO BOX 1524 BORING, OR 97009 TEL: 503-663-9257
TOLL-FREE:
(26275)
Fax: 503-663-2850 Email: sales@amark-flm.com

1-866-66AMARK
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413-736-5462

www.jswoodhouse.com

to 10,000 pounds, and I believe it.”
The mill’s log turner and clamping
system also work well for these
logs, but Bruce found the toeboard
rollers a little light for his use. He
noted that TimberKing is working
on heavier toeboards.
While the mill is equipped with
a board drag-back, Bruce finds it
more practical to offbear beams to
the side. He also says he has a better view of the log when the dragback is out of the way, but that it is
useful when cutting boards. “When
I do use the drag-back, it works
surprisingly well.” The controls are
on a swiveling “command post”
that can be swung out of the way of
the drag-back boards, and can also
be positioned to best see the log
and watch the cut.
One feature Bruce doesn’t use is
the computerized setworks. “I hate
computers,” he explained. “I’m a
derelict from the Cossacks, and
would rather hitch up a team of
horses than turn on a computer. But
I’ll get around to using it.” Instead,
he uses the manual blade height

With the command post swung to the side for a better view, Bruce makes a slabbing
cut for a beam. As a one-man operation, he says that he depends on the hydraulic
log handling (lifting, turning, toe boards and clamping) capabilities of his mill.

adjustment. With chains on both
sides of the carriage driven by a
hydraulic cylinder, Bruce has found
it to be smooth and consistent.
The “energy chain” carries
hydraulic and electric lines that are
protected in a high-impact plastic
track that reels out and back as the
saw moves on the track. Bruce
noted that it has both good points
and drawbacks. It is well supported

and strong enough to walk on when
working on the engine. On the
downside, the energy chain forces
him to reach out an extra foot when
offbearing boards and beams from
the side. He is quick to note that
this would not be an issue for anyone using the drag-back.
I watched Bruce bring a nice
Douglas fir log to the mill with his
tractor, and then lift it onto the mill
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with the hydraulic arms. He was
sure of what he was doing and how
he was going to take the log apart
for best value. Every once in a
while he would use the quick idledown to point out how well the
backstops grabbed the sweep of the
log, or how he would toe it up to
get the straightest grain. Then he
would throttle up and engage the
electric clutch to demonstrate.
Bruce doesn’t cut for inventory,
except for a few standard sizes he
knows will sell soon, so he is
focused on the larger timbers he
has on order and the logs that will
produce those free of center pieces.

A One-Man Operation
As we talked about equipment for
sawmilling and logging, our conversation wandered to other related topics—the timber industry, for
instance, with mills closing, and the
declining lumber market. “Four or
five big mills within a 100-mile
radius have closed down. We have

35% unemployment around here, so
you can hardly give a log away,” he
lamented. This brought around the
conversation to Bruce’s take on how
to make a living in these commercial
markets. “To get the benefit of a
bigger saw, you need a five-man crew
and an edger. I’m exactly where I
want to be. I am on the top of the
band mill market for a one-man
operation. The manual mill often
took two men to turn the log with
cant hooks. For the last year, I’ve
been working alone, and I’ve gotten
to where I kind of like it. No workman’s compensation to pay, no
employee breaking stuff. The 2400
works well for a one-man operation.”
Bruce summed up his experience
with the mill and with the
TimberKing company. “I am quite
satisfied. It is nearly everything I
thought it would be. They’ve been
real good about working with me on
the mill.” His biggest complaint is
that the mill is too small! “I’ll probably get a 12-foot extension one of

The Choice
is Easy. . .
Choose the
Winner!

these days,” he said. “I’ve missed
out on a few orders because I’m limited to 24 feet.” About half of
Bruce’s time is spent working on the
farm and ranch part of the business.
He believes that this makes it even
more important to have a highcapacity mill. “When I am sawing, I
have to get stuff done, so I need a
top-of-the-line sawmill. In my opinion, within the band saw market,
the 2400 is near the top.” To watch
Bruce “getting stuff done,” go to
the TimberKing website (www.timberking.com), and click on the More
Videos button. ■
Mark Havel is an Oregon forest landowner,
engineer, and product and equipment developer. He may be remembered as the founder
and manufacturer of Future Forestry
Products Inc. log arches and pruning equipment. That line is now manufactured by
LogRite Tools. He operates an engineering
business, www.haveldesigns.com, as well as a
forest stewardship education model under the
character of Forest Dan, www.forestdan.com.

Portable Band Saw Mills
Call
573-633-2135
for pricing & brochure

Iron & Oak’s Commercial
Splitter had the fastest
time at the 2009 Great
Firewood Competition!
“More Saw for Less Money”

• 20 ft. Track made from
6” Channel (4’,6’, & 8’
New! Smaller Mill
extensions available)
“EZ Boardwalk JR.”
• Trailer Package available
13 HP Honda
Cap: 30” dia. x 12’ 2”
• Cuts on an angle for
easy operation
Only $3,600.
• 4 Quick-Clamp Log Dogs
• Blade Lube included
7959 SHELBY 348 EMDEN, MO. 63439
• Cuts 40” x 16’6” Logs
573-633-2135
• Spring Assist Lift
Delivery Available • NO SUNDAY CALLS

www.ezboardwalk.com
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